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AS LAW firms and their clients evolve in setting ways to predict legal costs – while tracking key metrics/KPIs and producing top tier results – they are investing new thought into pricing and matter management and have begun to hire ‘pricing directors’ and leaders whose job it is to rationalize, monitor, control, and set strategic pricing.

This report explains the evolution of a finance function within a law firm and the strategic interaction with the client pricing role, explaining the value and benefits this pricing position can provide. It will provide step-by-step guidance for law firm leadership and pricing directors (and their equivalent) as they come to terms with this changing role and its key responsibilities. This report will also be useful for those considering the role of the pricing director and appointing one for their firm.

Much has been written about the changing market for legal services. This report is not more of the same. It is written with the understanding that the reader is already well aware of the market. Clients continue pushing for greater discounts and they want ways to measure quality, and of defining metrics, tools, processes, and value. The industry is pushing for metrics and statistics to help pinpoint the best law firm options to complete a matter and for clients to pick the best firm to fit their needs. Where the technology revolution was once the answer, there is now a glaring need for analysis, a definition of metrics, standards, process setting with expectations to maintain value (defining what value is), and quality, while proving you are being better, faster, and cheaper.

The push for law firms and clients to focus on their pricing and matter management strategies is here. Law firms either need to adapt and embrace these new value approaches and start setting standards, or sit back and watch their bottom lines drop.

This shift in the industry has led many firms and clients to create pricing roles and teams to support this effort. Given the pressures on businesses to keep their spend predictive and for partners to bring in business while maintaining profitability, these roles have quickly become important and have high value to firm leadership as well as amongst clients. The titles for these positions can vary, but generally they evolve into some form of a ‘pricing director’. The director level acknowledges the impact on the business of law and the need for high-level skills for the position.

Pricing directors and pricing teams have been thrust into the position of helping their firms and businesses to understand and ultimately adapt to this changing market. This report will explain, in detail, the function of this role, what breadth of skills one needs for it, how the pricing team should be structured, where it sits in an organization, how it interacts with strategy and with clients, and what governance should be set in place to make it work.
More importantly, this is the starting point to the ‘how’ – how the position works and how to make it truly beneficial to the firm. The position needs to be more than a marketing tag in an RFP response next to the bios; clients want to see testimony in responses without ‘cookie cutter’ type generic replies to RFPs. From the client’s side, they need to have in place a role that knows how to measure metrics while producing results and getting greater control on predictability.

Needless to say, whatever the pricing role starts as, and whichever department it starts in, it invariably evolves out of necessity. The evolution is driven by client and firm pressures, typically based on the profitability (firm) cost center predictability and outcome (client) groups most in need of help.
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